
What is the Main Topic of Article? 

Domestic abuse with women through art, the art helps through artistic flare to show the concepts 

that domestic abuse should not be accepted within societies. 

 

What Main Points is Writer Making? 

Through feminism they can fight the concepts of the negativity outcomes through art that is 

acceptable to society which in return helps society understand that domestic abuse should not be 

concerned as a norm. 

Through messages in the media, for example a milk cartons offer to support and reaching out can 

help give understanding both to society and the abuser. Because of art, all these important changes 

happened regarding women feminism through art and this shows social practices through the art 

form worldwide. 

 

What conclusion does writer come to? 

“Real” world inherently implies that there is an “un-real” world where actions do not have impact 

or resonance. Nonetheless, we find in numerous socially engaged artworks that the desire for art to 

enter life comprises a spatial component as well. 

For many socially engaged artists, there is a continued interest in impact, and often the realm of the 

political symbolises theses ambitions, this is in addition to inventing different modes of theatricality 

that entered into daily life, such as newspaper theatre and invisible theatre. These skills set are not 

secondary to the landscape of political production but in fact, necessary for its manifestation. “If the 

world is a stage (as both Shakespeare and Guy Debord foretold), then every person on the planet 

must learn the skill sets of theatre.” The realm of the political may perhaps be the most appropriate 

place for the arts, after all. 

Just as video, painting an clay are type of forms, people coming together possess forms as well. And 

while it is difficult to categorise socially engaged art by discipline, we can map various affinities 

based on methodologies. This includes the political issues they address such as sustainability, the 

environment, education, housing, labour, gender, race, colonialism, gentrification, immigration, 

incarceration, war, borders and on and on. 

It was clearly controversial because the project of”Foreigners Out” used the technique of over 

determination to promote and magnify the nascent xenophobia and racism already existing in 

Australia. The project took place in a public square and provided both a physical space for people to 

come together as well as mediated space for discussion. 

If politics has become formative, so too, has knowledge – in other words, you have to share what 

you know. Researchers and scientists who feel a sense of political urgency to disseminate their 

findings might use the skill sets of symbolic manipulation and performance in order to get their 



message out. Many artists and art collectives use a broad range of bureaucratic and administrative 

skills that typically lie in the domain of larger institutions. 

In an even greater stretch of the framework of socially engaged art, some works have been included 

in Loving as Form that poses no singular author or organisation. For example, the celebrations in 

Harlem on the night of Barack Obama’s election were spontaneous eruptions of joy and street 

parading in a community that had long thought that the election of a black president to be an 

impossibility. 

What started as a civic campaign in 1994 was finally realised in 2005 after hundreds of meetings, 

arguments, events and exhibitions. These are projects that are deeply rooted in community relations 

and motivated by a commitment to political change. They also gain community traction by 

committing to an idea over time. As publics become increasingly aware of the hit-and run style of 

not only artists, but other industries of spectacle- such as advertising, film and television, they 

develop a suspicion of those “helping them”. As with many longer term efforts, the longer the 

project, the more the artists must behave like organisational structures in order to operate efficiently 

and combat fatigue and overextension. 

Part 1: Living as Form 

In 2001 a Physician by the name of Rebecca Gomperts founded a Woman on the Waves 

organisation which is an activists/art organisation. This organisation is a non-profit organisation and 

specialised in legal and safe abortion for women. It would perform legal abortions in a country like 

the Netherlands where abortion is legal under the Dutch law. This is from a documentary film about 

the history of women on waves. 

The people protested what was happening regarding abortion and they showed this through 

propaganda saying “No” and drumming thunders. 

The ones on the ship was not in support regarding what was happening, while the supporters on the 

dock form a human chain to stop the ship from going back to the sea. The activists trying to take the 

boat on shore against the abortion supporters. 

Within Mexican city well known for drug trafficking and fatal gun-fire, there was an artist Pedro 

Reyes under the project Palas Por Pistolas collected 1527 weapons from residents. He invited them 

to exchange the firearm for vouchers which they could use for electrical appliances. The weapons 

were melted into massive flattened metal which was recast into 1527 shovels. 

These shovels were distributed to schools and charities and were used to plant 1527 within the 

public sector within the city, also the spades were widely exhibited and attached with labels 

explaining the origins of where they came from. This was displayed each time they were used to 

plant more trees. 

 

Therefore, we have two social engaged art projects poetic yet functional and political. They involve 

people regarding conflict and specific issues within certain projects. The perception is far removed 



from what is known as its traditional studio art. For example, within film, painting, sculpture or 

video and it is difficult to categorise.   

 

With the artistic views and discipline that is involved, it is hard to be pinned down the subject 

matter of what is happening and because of this, there is a lot of hype around the happenings within 

the media and the spotlights are on artists to create new ideas of changing old stories around the 

drug wars of Mexico and Women on Waves regarding abortion. 

 

Symbolic gestures can be powerful and effective methods for change, but planting of trees does not 

improve quality of life but gives the impression it brings because the naturalism of planting and tree 

and what it brings. Within society art is used to help society communicate and have debates which 

opens up new techniques within the field of art. Through this new creations are developed because 

it is formless therefore can be used in many forms. 

All the movement within this movement share the idea of notion which does not limit the world of 

community art. Through this movement, there is a lot of conflict power regarding strategies within 

usage within media and when using history within itself, a problem occurs because of the full sense 

of causality. Therefore regarding the type of work and procedure used was specifically strict 

procedure through the lens of art which means it was mainly discipline specific histories that took 

place. Art is no longer the primary influence for culture and because of this, tracing its roots is all 

the more complex. Artists have a great wish that art can intertwine with life, so how do we question 

life? 

 

Anti-Representational 

In some instance artists are inspired to create art like living stems for the outcome for something 

breathing, especially within sociality and when using bodies in space play is a key feature within 

this type of work. There are methods to allow the interpersonal human relationship to develop 

within selective movements within history suggests there is an agency for matter as well as 

privileges as well as experience. History indicates within most of this work merge as well. 

 

Participation 

In recent years, we have seen increased growth in “participatory art” art that requires some action 

on behalf of the viewer in order to complete the work. Consider Tiza (2002) by artist Jennifer 

Allora and Guillermo Calzadilla. 

Using a public space we have intervention having a number of big pieces of chalk which was used 

to set up in public space. The public broke pieces of the chalk and wrote messages on the ground. It 



showed when using to choose open environment and controversial histories. The outcome shows 

political resentment and frustrations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


